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Parking rates have increased for pay lots and Fourth Ave. parking ramp for the 2013-2014 academic year.

SCSU parking rates increase
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

With salaries to pay,

ment, and future construction projects to undertake,
increased prices in various
areas of their department
to bring in what they call
“much-needed revenue.”
The changes, which
include a price increase in
pay lots and the Fourth Avenue parking ramp to $0.75
per half hour, were put into
effect on Monday, Aug. 26.
“Previously, we only
afforded the students and
users of the ramp and the
pay lots to pay in one hour
increments, and so, as one
of the new elements in the
pay increase, is that now
they have the opportunity to pay in half an hour
increments,” said Interim

Public Safety Director, Jennifer Furan.
“So, yes, there was an
increase, but we wanted
to then afford them some
more options and to pay in
a half an hour [time slot].”
Furan oversees the
entire Parking Department
-- including patrol -- which
means being in charge of

sibilities, as well as parking
and transportation.
To students utilizing
parking services on campus,
Furan recommends what
she says is the cheapest
option; getting a parking
permit.
Currently, student residents can buy parking permits for lots A1, A2, A3, Q ,
E, the ramp, and designated
Monday through Friday
parking spaces for residents
of Stateview.
Among one of the new

features this year, is the option for off-campus students
to purchase a Q-lot parking
permit, giving off-campus
students a location to park
their vehicles overnight.
In contrast, there are
only three lots currently
made available to commuters: V, M, and K.
Among the commuters
is Sterling Steen, a freshman at SCSU this year.
Steen, an intended English
Education major, commutes
45 minutes to SCSU from
the town of Buffalo for each
class.
To make parking more
Steen suggests the Parking
lot much closer to campus
strictly reserved for commuters than is currently
available.
“I’m a commuter and I
have to park in K-lot, which

is forever away,” he said.
According to Furan,
the much-needed revenue
generated by these increases
will go back to SCSU’s stu-

also some city infrastructure under those parking
lots that we need to do our
civic duty to replace and
upgrade, as well as provide

can only pay for parkingrelated expenses, which
means that the revenue
generated cannot fund
anything else on campus or
in the community if it does
not fall within the Parking

for Hallenbeck and for the

Among the expenses
parking has to pay for, are
high-priority construction
and reconstruction projects
over the upcoming years,
which Furan says makes up
the majority of the reason
funds have been increased
this year.
“For example, this
coming summer we plan
to re-construct M lot and
R lot, just west of Hallenbeck,” she said. “There is

departments in the area.”
Furan also says that
because a lot of the parking lots were put in about
the same time, there will
be some major replacement projects in the future,
which will have to happen
in about the same span of
time.
Though Steen says he
can understand why the
increases were put in place,
a part of him feels the parking permit he purchased
should have been involved
in tuition.
“I know a lot of other
schools do have stuff like
that,” he said. “It’s kind of

put it on my student aid,
and I didn’t have enough
money to buy [a permit]
right away. I wound up
paying $17 one day at a
parking station, and then
I found out that the ramp
had a maximum rate of
12, so I just decided to go
there.”
Revenue from the Parkservices which are provided
by the Public Safety Department, including Public
lic Safety’s full-time staff,
facilities staff, the equipment used to plow lots, the
drivers of those plows, and
contract services to clean
and stripe lots.
“The readers [of the
Chronicle] may be interested to know that the Parking
-
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Huskies howl their way into the record books
how excited we are to be
here,” she said.
NEWS EDITOR
Working with numerous
others, including University
SCSU has howled its
Program Board (UPB) and
way into the record books.
Greek Life, Rogers was able
SCSU has created a world
record for the largest group to come up with something
truly unique to SCSU.
howl, with 296 students
“I wanted something
howling for a full minute,
associated
with SCSU. For
and has received recognition
example, when you go to
from the Guinness Book of
hockey games and hear the
World Records.
howling from the students
The idea behind the
and fans, it’s exciting to see.”
husky howl came from stuDeciding on howling,
dent and marketing coorRogers
searched the record
dinator for the Department
books and found that no
of Campus Involvement,
one had attempted this
Lindsey Rogers.
“It started out as my idea before. Rogers then applied
through Guinness to see if
when I was an intern,” she
they would consider a group
said.
Always wanting to break howl as record worthy.
Receiving the go ahead from
a world record, Rogers
them, Rogers and her team
thought about how SCSU
set out to make sure they
could enter the record
could make a world record.
books.
“It was a lengthy pro“I was looking for
cess,”
Rogers said.
something St. Cloud
With
a ten-page, inState-related,” Rogers said.
depth
application
about
“Something to show husky
volunteers and questioning
pride, something to show
Vicki Ikeogu
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Campus Involvement about
calculate and monitor all
those who were participating, Rogers and her team
were up for the challenge. At
8:30 p.m. on April 26, 2013,
students wanting to be apart
of this experience gathered
outside in the Atwood Mall
to howl.
“It was pretty awesome,”
said sophomore elementary
education major, Ashley
Hart. “To us, it was more
than breaking a record. It
was about coming together,
showing pride in our community and our school.”
And even though Rogers
and Hart said it didn’t sound
quite like they expected,
they loved seeing everyone
come together.
After the full minute of
howling was done, there
were several months of waiting to be done.
“It was very nerve
wracking. There were so
many rules to do it the right

way,” Rogers said.
And with one camera
malfunctioning halfway
through the minute of constant howling, Rogers said
she was worried they would
not make the record on a
technicality.
However, August 19
brought good news for Rogers, Hart, SCSU, and all
the members of the Husky
Howl. The email came that
SCSU created and set the
record for the world’s largest
group howl.
“It’s pretty exciting,”
Rogers said. “It just proves
that with Husky spirit, we
can accomplish a lot.”
“It was a great thing to
PHOTO COURTSEY OF STCLOUDSTATE.EDU
end the year,” Hart said.
SCSU has gone down in the history books for the
“We don’t know if we
largest group howl.
will be published in the
book,” Rogers said.
these different groups come
participated in the record
But according to her,
will have the opportunity to together in an event that
SCSU will be recognized
take pictures with the award. everyone could participate
in. Where we can all come
“We want to recognize
together as one St. Cloud
everyone that participated
coming from London soon, in the event,” Rogers said.
pack.”
Rogers said students that
“It’s really cool to see all

Check out our online content!
Visit universitychronicle.
net, or scan the QR code to
see everything the
Chronicle has to offer, including videos, galleries and
podcasts.

Energetic concert riles up Huskies

Page 6
Perennial favorite
Johnny Holm Band
performs for
students gathered at
the Atwood Mall.
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Parking
Continued from
Page 1
cant portion to the
MTC Bus contract,”
Furan said. “Where
Student Government
pays a large portion,
parking is paying the
remainder of that balWe’re sitting at just
under $300,000 a year
that parking is paying
towards the bus service
for students to utilize
the busses. So, that’s
-

mitment that parking
has to the community
and to our students
right now.”
Furan said one
way parking looks into
generating revenue is
by distributing funds
evenly between types
of users.
“We have had
ing permit increases
over the last couple
of years. In recognizing that, we had not
raised parking citation
amounts in more than
twelve years. The pay
lots, including the
parking ramp, have
been at the same price
since the ramp opened

said.
“In looking at
where our funding
sources are in parking,
we really felt like the
needed to be evenly
distributed across people: those that violate,
those who choose to
do pay-by-hour parking, and those who
buy parking permits.
With parking permits,
the permit holders
have absorbed those
increases over the last
other two constituencies hadn’t. So, that’s
where we looked at it
and said, ‘You know
what? I think it’s time
that we share the bur-

den across all of our
users.’”
When it comes
to revenue, however,
Steen feels the focus
should be taken off
of parking violators
because it isn’t a stable
source of income.
“To me, one problem with the increase
in citations is that, in
a perfect world, there
won’t be any citations,
so it’s kind of a ‘putting your money on
the seven-horse and
hope it wins’ typedeal,” he said.
“I think it makes
more sense to charge
the people that are
actually paying for the
spots versus the people

University Chronicle - Page 3
that are messing up.
I’d rather me pay than
to gamble and then
have something go
wrong.”
Lindsey Rogers,
a senior at SCSU,
majoring in public relations, says although
she didn’t know about
the increase initially,
she had already felt
that last year’s prices
were excessive as it is.
“I mean, for a
few hours it adds up
quickly. I can see how
it would have an effect
on people and people’s
budgets,” she said. “I
guess you just have to
plan and make time
for it.”
At the same time,

Rogers feels the
increases can be a
very positive thing for
SCSU’s student body.
“I guess I’d say I’m
more of a person who
prefers to look in the
long-term and how
we can better serve
our students, so in the
short term, I guess the
increase can be kind
of annoying,” she said.
“But if it’s for a
good purpose and they
are using it to make
their parking more
it better in the future
for future students,
I’d say it’s probably a
wise choice. Hopefully
people realize that.”

Events
Calendar
Tuesday
Group Fitness Week
8 a.m.
The event is free for
SCSU students with an
ID and will be held in
the Student Recreation
Center. Attend any
week.

Wednesday
Mainstreet Activity
Fair
11 a.m.
This event is free and
will be hosted in the
Atwood Mall. The
fair is an opportunity
for students to explore
ways to get involved
through student
organizations, learn
about campus services
available to them,
and to learn about
volunteer and service
learning opportunities
in the community.

Wednesday
A Shot of Reality
Improv Show
8 p.m.
The event is free
and will be hosted
in Atwood. “A Shot
of Reality” educates
students about
encountering alcohol in
a college environment.
Two performers
present the show in
the form of a birthday
party for the student
audience. Alternating
between hilarious
improvisations, in
which the audience
participates, and
educational sketches
which drive home facts
and statistics.

Thursday

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Public safety has provided a list for the price increases that will include paylots like the one outside of the Miller Center.

SCSU’s Recovery Center provides help for students
Ryan Hanenburg
STAFF WRITER

SCSU students
who have fallen into
problems with drugs or
alcohol may be wondering where they can
get help.
The Recovery
Community is here
to help those students
not only with their
substance abuse but
also with college life in
general.
The program has
participants who live
in the Coborn Plaza
apartments along with
mentors who advise
and counsel them on a
daily basis.
The program was
started in 2011 with a

grant from the CentraCare Foundation which
was for the purpose of
traveling to recovery
communities at various
colleges to research the
best methods for starting a recovery community.
The leadership
team, Jen Matzke, Dr.
Rob Reff, and Dr. John
Eggers, traveled to
Texas Tech, Rutgers,
and Augsburg to meet
with the program staff
and students.
The leadership
team then submitted a
proposal to the SCSU
President’s Council and
the program admitted
2012.
The program is
entirely funded by

grants and donations.
They have received
grants from CentraCare Foundation and
The Stacy Mathewson
Foundation as well as
private donations.
Thaddeus Rybka,
the graduate assistant
for the Recovery Community, said that they
currently have 8 students in the program
with more incoming;

year students.
He said that this
year is far busier than
last year as the program only had a single
participant. His role in
the program is to guide
and mentor the students as they work their
way through addictions
as well as the stress of

college life.
He also lends a
helping hand to students who are currently
struggling with drugs
and/or alcohol, and to
refer them to the appropriate resources on
and off campus.
Another part of
Thaddeus’ job is
marketing, promotion, and education; he
to rehab centers and
high schools around
the state to inform and
educate students, professionals, and parents.
He said this program is different from
others as most programs are for private
colleges, which may be
prohibitive in cost for
some.

Jen Matzke, Assistant Dean of Students,
says this program,
along with other initiatives set forth by the
campus Alcohol and
Other Drug Advisory
Board, have been very
effective at decreasing our campus’ high
risk drinking rates

underage drinking on
a person’s property a
misdemeanor for the
host.
The penalty for
this can be up to 90
days in jail and/or a

laws and programs are
a great step toward
making SCSU a school
known for education
awareness of the abuse rather than partying.
of other drugs as well.
If you are looking
Thaddeus feels
for more informathat SCSU is making
tion on the recovery
a concentrated effort
program at SCSU
to throw off the “party you can go to http://
school” image that
www.stcloudstate.edu/
some feel the school
reslife/reshalls/Rehas, but there is still
coveryCommunity.asp
much more work to be or call 320-308-2166.
done.
There is also a FaceThe Social Host
book page at https://
Ordinance, which was www.facebook.com/
enacted in 2010, makes SCSURECOVERY.

Hypnotist Jim
Wand
9 p.m.
The event is free
and will be hosted
in the Ritsche
Auditorium. One of
the country’s bestknown performance
hypnotists, Dr. Jim will
demonstrate his skills.

Friday
Take Back College
2 p.m.
The event is free and
will be hosted in the
Atwood Theatre.
Ryan Penneau coaches
thousands of college
students each year
on strategies to get
the most out of their
experiences as SCSU
students.
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Series: Discussions with SCSU deans
Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

Part two of the Discussion with the Deans series
takes a look at the last three
schools of SCSU: the School
of Education (SOE), the
School of Health and Hu-

man Serivices (SHHS), and
the College of Science and
Engineering (COSE).
Since the reogranization during the 2010-2011
academic school year, these
gone some major changes in
narrowing their focuses and
learning to to collaborate as

a department.
In talking with SOE’s
Dean Alawiye, SHHS’s
Dean Devers, and COSE’s
Dean Gregory, the deans
have a lot to say about how
their colleges are doing since
the reogranization and what
their plans are for the future.
These three schools focus

primarily with the community and have worked to
create partnerships locally
and internationally, as well.
Sending their students out
into the community, these
deans encourage their students to gain the necessary
experience they will need in
the workforce.

For students interested in
learning more about SOE,
SHHS, COSE, Herberger
Business School (HBS),
the College of Liberal Arts
(CLA) or the School of Public Affairs (SOPA) they can
check out the SCSU website
where links to each of these
schools are found.

SHHS’s Dean
SOE’s Dean
Devers happy
Alawiye proud
of co-teaching with grad success
Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

Since the reorganization of the university
during the 2010-2011
school year, the School
of Education (SOE)
has tailored its focus
strictly toward educating teachers.
“Our vision is to
try to become the premiere education school
in the tri-state area,”
said Dean Osman Alawiye. “This is already
a highly respected and
valued program.”
With the school
solely dedicated to
programs in early
childhood, elementary,
and special education, and working very
closely with secondary
education, Alawiye
said this set up maximizes student potential
to become effective
teachers.
“Our main focus
is to prepare effective
teachers. It is to help
all students learn.”
And with new
initiatives and goals,
Alawiye said SOE
is making strides to
achieving his goal.
Co-teaching, a
concept that has been
around for the last
few years, has placed
SCSU on the map
nationally amongst
teacher preparation
colleges. Alawiye
described the program
as a collaboration
between students
and teachers in the
experience.
Alawiye said the
plan is to have the
experienced teacher
work with novice
teachers to come up

with lesson plans to aid
in classroom settings.
Working with local
school districts, Alawiye said SOE is committed to dramatically
changing the student
teaching experience.
“We are trying to
create more effective
teachers,” he said.
In addition, SOE
is working very closely
with local immersion school programs
around the area. As
part of their Confucius Institute, SOE is
working with Chinese
students in preparing
them to become teachers in local immersion
schools, such as Madison Elementary School
in the St. Cloud ISD
742.
Working to train
and prepare teachers,
SOE’s partnership
with area schools, such
as Madison, are benteaching them a second language. Alawiye
said over the course of
this program, elementary students enrolled
in immersion schools,
such as the Chinese
immersion program at
Madison, have become
relatively short period
of time.
“It is a new way of
teaching. It is preparing students to live in a
more globally diverse
world,” Alawiye said.
Besides Chinese,
SOE students work
closely with the University of Concepción
in Chile. By having
six to eight students
come from Chile, SOE
works with the Minnetonka School District and their Spanish
immersion school.

“We are leading
the state in immersion
programs,” Alawiye
said.
And while immersion programs are
important to SOE,
Alawiye said the commitment to teaching
and providing education for every child
remains his and his
school’s top priority.
“We want to make
sure they [SOE students] can help every
child,” he said.
With the trend in
society being evermore increasingly
digital, Alawiye said
his students need to
be prepared to use
technology effectively
in their classrooms.
“We can’t do the
same thing over and
over. We have got to
know and understand
our students. We have
to adjust our pedagogy,” he said. “But it’s
exciting.”
Unveiling a new
strategy for the school,
Alawiye and his faculty
have been working to
stress the three main
points they value the
most in education:
teaching, leading, and
serving.
By stressing these
in workshops offered
for students in the
education program
this fall, Alawiye said
he hopes students interested in becoming a
teacher will realize the
importance and the
expectations teacher
education has to offer.
“We are working
hard,” Alawiye said.
“We always have to
improve. We may
be great, but we can
always be greater.”

Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

As the largest of the
four professional schools
at SCSU, the School
of Health and Human
Services (SHHS) is very
serious when it comes to
working with students to
prepare them for their
future careers.
“We are preparing students across the
life span,” said Dean
Monica Devers.
partments and four
programs, many of
which are accredited,
concerned with the
physical, mental, and
emotional health of
humans, Devers said
the focus of the college
is teaching people how
to manage their health
and wellness.
“We expect a lot
from our students,”
Devers said. “They are
faced with individuals
right from the get-go.”
And to accomplish
these goals, the school is
heavily involved in what
Devers calls a creditbased, experiential
learning, working out in
providing adequate simulation experiences and
structured events during
class time, Devers said a
major component to the
success of SHHS are
the students working in
the community.
“This is one of
the hallmarks of the
school,” Devers said. “It
is placing our students
in the community doing
the work they need to
do.”
With over 800
students participating in
the mandatory program
last year alone, Devers

said those students
gained important and
necessary experience.
In addition to working out in the community, SHHS stresses
student cooperation
amongst the departments and programs
within the school.
Devers found one
of the main struggles
the college faced during
the university reorganization was the lack of
collaboration.
year deciding who we
are and how we would
Devers said.
Part of what now
dedication the students
and faculty have to
working across department lines.
“We have to teach
our students how to
work as an interdisciplinary team,” Devers
said.
A lot of people’s
needs to maintain their
health and wellness
rely on many of the
programs SHHS offers
working together. Devers illustrates her point
by using America’s aging population.
“We want to help
people age in peace,”
she said.
In order to do this,
Devers said interdisciplinary work needs to
be done with departments and programs,
such as nursing, speech
pathology, gerontology,
and exercise science,
to make a difference in
these people’s lives.
“No one can work
by themselves,” Devers
said.
Along with these
collaborations and
the hands-on training

SHHS students receive,
the school is also working to build partnerships
in diverse communities
in the area and around
the globe.
Locally, SHHS
faculty members are
actively researching
Latino and Somali
populations. Having students work among these
communities, students
have worked to establish
outreach programs for
these individuals.
Establishing health
fairs and screenings,
students are given the
opportunity to work
with, and understand,
the different needs of
these populations to try
and support them in
their health and wellness choices.
Internationally,
SHHS has partnered
with the University of
Concepción in Chile,
and Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University
in South Africa.
“What we get from
these international partnerships is the fostering of diverse groups.
It is a trans-formative
experience and provides
multiple opportunities,”
Devers said.
Devers said those
opportunities allow
students to be aware of
the interconnectedness
of the world, and allows
them to practice their
skills on an international level.
While the programs
in SHHS are very
demanding, they can be
very rewarding.
“If you have an
interest in working with
people--empowering
people to live to their
fullest potential--then
this is a school to look
at,” Devers said.

COSE’s Interim Dean Gregory
encourages partnerships with
industry, student/faculty work
Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

The ISELF building
may be a major addition
to SCSU, but it means so
much more to the College
of Science and Engineering
(COSE).
“What we’re doing right
now with ISELF is really
focusing on our students,”
said Interim Dean Daniel
Gregory. “Its focus is on
experiential learning-where students solve real
problems. Those experiences will set them apart
from others. We do have
real world problems coming
into ISELF.”
With the $45 million
addition to COSE, students
and faculty will be able
to have more lab space
available, and focus on
collaborative work amongst
each other. And while other
institutions offer compet-

ing educational services,
Gregory said the ISELF
building will provide all
students with the necessary
experience they need in
ISELF has given COSE
students amazing opportunities, Gregory said, but it is
only one part of what gives
the college its outstanding
reputation.
“What impresses me
the most, is the quality of
our faculty. Their absolute
dedication to our students.
They really focus around
our students,” Gregory said.
Since the reorganization, COSE has undergone
slight changes. Within
the college, there is also a
school of computing, engineering and environment.
Aligning the programs with
similar disciplinary focuses
in the college is geared to
strive for student success
and building relationships
with industries.

And with the range
of programs offered by
the college, including the
natural sciences--biology,
chemistry, and physics-- engineering, environmental
science, and computing,
Gregory said students can
rest assured knowing they
will not be working alone.
Gregory said the way
faculty approach the subjects they teach, offering
them hands-on learning
opportunities, really has an
advantage when it comes
to students seeking employment.
“We offer more theory
than a two-year school, and
offer more hands-on experience than a research college
or university,” Gregory said.
And this mixture of
theory and experiential
learning has paid off for
students.
“Folks who employ our
students are excited to get
St. Cloud State grads,”

Gregory said. “They don’t
have to be trained, they are
ready to go, ready to work.
What we know will get our
students jobs in positions of
industry.”
With companies such as
3M, Medtronic, and other
local organizations actively
seeking out SCSU students
for internships and employment opportunities, getting
students out in the industry
to meet people offers them
highly collaborative experience within the industry.
And with alumni in
senior executive positions
globally, COSE students
can expect to receive a
quality education.
In addition, COSE is attracting numerous students
internationally. Gregory
said the international
component of the college is
increasing and will continue
to increase over the years.
Gregory said, for example,
that the masters program

for engineering management mostly consists of
international students.
And programs are in the
works to facilitate transfers
of students and faculty
abroad. Looking for universities that have programs
that work well with COSE,
he said they are looking at
institutions for partnerships,
such as Ghana, Burkina
Faso, China, Turkey, and
India.
Stressing the need travel
abroad and talk to international students, Gregory
said these experiences will
only better one as a person,
and how one thinks and
views the world.
For students interested
in pursuing a degree in
COSE, Gregory said to
expect to work hard.
“Expect to actually solve
problems and do hands-on
work. Expect to be challenged, but expect support
in the process.”
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Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

SCSU students hoping
to work in television will
studio and equipment to
use. Award-winning campus
television station, UTVS,
has received $4.8 million
from the university to upgrade the studios to HD.
“It was getting very
expensive to keep our old
system running,” said TV
studio manager and UTVS
advisor, Derrick Silvestri.
Working with a hodgepodge of equipment, Silvestri said the upgrade was
necessary to keep UTVS in
pace with the ever-changing

world of television technology.
“We would have been so
behind in competing with
other universities.”
With the old broadcasting system, Silvestri said
there were major limits in
what students could do.
Now, with this new system,
there is no limit to what can
be done.
“This HD upgrade
cements our footprint. It
is providing for the next
generation of broadcasting
production,” he said.
With the curriculum for
broadcasting and television
production relying heavily on hands-on learning
experiences, Silvestri said

the upgrade was needed.
In addition to boosting the
resumes of students working with the equipment,
they are also providing
them with the experience
to work in the broadcasting
industry.
Silvestri said late last
year, Fox Sports upgraded
their facilities to a model
very similar to the one
UTVS is undergoing.
Silvestri said that students
should be able to go to work
at Fox Sports with minimal
training. Silvestri also said
the studio is now network
quality instead of regional
quality.
“Now the talk is that
our facility is up to par with
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any broadcasting facility,”
he said.
The current upgrade is
expanding the HD capabilities of the station.
Before the upgrade,
UTVS was limited in
broadcasting HD to
primarily the studio in the
basement of Stewart Hall.
Now, with the upgrade,
most, if not all, of the programming coming out of
UTVS will be broadcast in
HD on campus, including
sports games in the Herb
Brooks National Hockey
Center and Halenbeck
Hall. All of the old equipment will be sent to these
sporting facilities to provide
UTVS with the equipment

they need to broadcast in
HD on location. And there
are plans to expand HD capabilities into Atwood and
Ritsche Auditorium.
The station upgrade
includes a total of four
control rooms: a master,
a media, a sports, and
a news control room; a
central equipment room,
an in-studio weather center,
new cameras, televisions,
and headsets to increase
communication between
the talent in the studio and
the director and production
crew in the control room.
With the new upgrade,
UTVS is still going to be
focusing on what they do
best. Silvestri said students

will continue to do three
newscasts Monday through
Friday, all of their sports
coverage, and will be highlighting extended weather
coverage with the use of
the new weather center,
with everything now in high
Overall, Silvestri said
the studio will set SCSU
students apart.
students,” he said.
The studio is still under
construction and news will
not be starting up until
early October. During the
UTVS general meeting
on Sept. 5, students are
welcome to tour the new
facilities.

Miller Center almost completed

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Left and Below: Students enjoy the newly remodeled coffee shop in the Miller Center. Right: The new helpdesk and computer store are in the Miller Center.
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Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com

1. Similar
10. Short golf shot
14. Dishes out
15. Adriatic resort
16. River of Spain
17. Bumbling
18. Assistant
19. Wander
20. Esteem
22. Carryall
23. Metric unit of area
24. A mutual promise to marry
26. Fleet
30. Deli item
32. Rental agreement
33. Pertinence
37. Pace
38. Claw
39. See the sights
40. A permissible difference
42. Periods of 60 minutes
43. Whinny
44. January’s birthstone
45. Bay window
47. Letter after sigma
48. Colors
49. Legislature
56. Carve in stone
57. Ends a prayer
58. Small drum
59. Chills and fever
60. Canvas dwelling
61. Wear away
62. A titled peer of the realm
63. Terminates
64. Compacted

DOWN
1. Sun
2. Extend credit
3. Bit of gossip
4. Yachting cap
5. A dais
6. Winged
7. 8 in Roman numerals
8. Cocoyam
9. A unit of radiation exposure
10. Coffeepot
11. Submarine
12. Garbage

13. Hefty volume 21. chaic)
38. A parking lot party
Genus of macaws
41. Tiny
25. Race an engine
42. Frequented
26. Aquatic plant
27. Genuine
45. Expenditure
28. Letters, etc.
46. Happen again
29. Astounded
47. Canvas shelters
30. Burp
48. Make well
31. Found in some
50. Portent
lotions
51. Sell
33. Telephoned
52. Filly’s mother
34. Person, place or
53. Black, in poetry
thing
54. Gestures of assent
35. Medical break55. Tall woody plant
through
36. At one time (ar-
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Four ideas for a better start to the new school year
dents $3,000 in temporary loans
We should take a moderate
step in that direction and offer a
$1,000 credit to full-time, continuing students with expected
True, there is a slight risk in
advancing money, but the school
MARQUEE EDITOR

Large universities run like
machines—sometimes smoothly
ingly slow, but always forward
toward a discernible goal.
Here are four areas where
SCSU can help the year start
right, putting students on the
path to increased learning and
1. Disperse cash in advance
SCSU could face penalties for improperly dispensing
naturally cautious in not providuntil registration deadlines have
passed.
But the system now is little
more than collective punishment. We must wait 15-20 days
penny, yet we’re expected to pay
for rent, deposits, food, and supplies in the meantime.
Why not allow students a
small advance against expected
in Waco, Texas has allowed cash
withdrawals up to $2,000.
The University of Washington in Seattle has offered stu-

every time it loans out a rare
volume or allows student contact
with expensive equipment.

lent of a corporation paying its
employees with credits to the
company store—you’re at the
mercy of those in power, with
no real choice for your money.
Professors and the bookstore
should work closer together to
ensure books are available on
time, and if there are delays or
unavailability, students should
know all of their options ahead
of time.

chasing
Textbooks are often, by nature, hard to get and expensive,
and that won’t change—unless
“Applied Linear Algebra in
Aeronautics” or “Lusophone
Perspectives of the 1895 Gold
Rush” become bestsellers. What
we can do is provide students
more choices on how they buy
their textbooks.
The $1,000 bookstore credit
is a good start. But why not
make a $1,000 general credit
available instead, that students
can withdraw as cash (see #1
above)? Then we could make
smart choices about where to
buy our books.
store has the right book at the
right price, other times better
deals are elsewhere. And sometimes, there’s no choice but to go
elsewhere—custom publishing,
out-of-print titles, etc.
Three of my six books this
semester weren’t in the bookstore, and I’ve had to do without
since I lack the cash to order directly. Right now, it’s the equiva-

cards
COURTESY OF STBLOGS.AUTOMOTIVE.COM

Everyone’s rushing to get
to class, but not everyone has
tion. People arriving late disrupt
learning, and many tardy students can be heard grumbling,
was out of quarters.”
The last thing a new student
needs is to get a ticket on the
parking within a half mile of
SCSU and have to roam the
streets looking for a spot because
s/he doesn’t have the proper
payment for campus parking.
If we gave a ticket-free

machines don’t always recognize dollar bills, and in frigid
weather they reject quarters.
Even in nice weather, it’s hard to
have exact payment, and many
students don’t keep money in
Campus Cash since that involves
separate, inconvenient trips.
Why not just accept credit
cards like most places do now?

School always used to start
of school, fewer students would
come in late to class because
they wouldn’t be prevented from
parking on campus due to fears
of tickets. It would allow time
options.
Additionally, accepting credit
cards for all campus parking
(not just the ramp) would make

of Labor Day was practically
“the day before you go back to
school.” If we move our start
to September, it’ll negate much
of the chance of excessively hot
temperatures disrupting education, as happened all last week.
Early September begins a period of rapidly cooling temperatures, while the end of August

sometimes sees summer’s worst
heat. If we delayed school one
week, it would take the edge off
any heat wave by four degrees
on average, leading to a more
pleasant learning environment.
And why not make up for it
time anyway—you have little or
nothing to do, or you’re cramming for widely-spaced exams.
Finals reward students who
procrastinate and study more
at the end, while providing no
learned more by keeping up all
along. Why not take away the
pressure of high-stakes testing
and the inevitable wasted time
Just give a regular test on the
last day of class to make up for
the week later start.

It does not matter how you dress
All week I have heard conversations saying the performance was
uncomfortable and disturbing. I also
heard cries of “slut.”

these days, especially by entertainers.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

in arms everyone is getting by her
performance.
Sure, Cyrus was a Disney Channel
star. Well, she clearly isn’t anymore.

By now, everyone has heard about
Miley Cyrus’s performance at the
Video Music Awards.
The 20-year-old made headlines
this week after her “racy” performance.
Cyrus performed her hit song “We
Can’t Stop” at the show before stripping down to a two-piece to perform
“Blurred Lines” with Robin Thicke.
Wearing nothing but a tan bra and
pants, she got up close and personal
with Thicke and some teddy-bears.
The performance included some
grinding and a fair amount of Cyrus
sticking out her tongue.
I initially didn’t watch the VMA’s
but the explosion of commentary on
Cyrus’s performance made it impossible to ignore.

need to judge these Disney stars so
harshly because they are “role models.” So, having a TV show makes you
a role model?
Cyrus is a grown adult and her
days of donning a blonde-wig and
proclaiming that she has the “Best of
Both Worlds” are over.
She has grown up and embraced a
different side of herself.
I don’t see anything wrong with
the performance. Yes, it wasn’t exactly
family-friendly, but why should it be?
I wouldn’t sit my family in front of
the VMA’s for some wholesome family viewing.
The biggest problem I have is
people freaking out and calling her
a slut. If you walk into any club, you
can see similar dancing, if not worse.

Cyrus just did it for a performance.
Furthermore, I don’t see the need
to go around crying “slut.”
Thicke also participated in the
“racy” dance and has received much
less backlash. So, why the harshness
on Cyrus? Thicke deserves as much
of the backlash.
Admittedly, I am a big advocate
for kids being exposed to positive role
models. I think a positive role model
can have a great impact on their lives.
But what does reacting negatively
to this performance really teach, especially to young girls?
I know a lot of girls who are called
sluts simply because of how they dress
or portray themselves and it doesn’t
exactly impact them positively.
As women, we are judged so often
and called sluts.
A star is under enormous amounts
of pressure to keep up with an “image.”
I say, let her be who she is. If
people want to judge, it says just as
much about them as it does about her.
If performing a song makes her a
“slut” by some standards, oh well.

The sudden and tragic death of contemporary culture

Joe Edmonds
OPINIONS EDITOR

We all know them. We all see them
walking around, or probably biking
around.
They wear thick, black glasses with
lenses that could melt an ant. They wear
the ironic tee shirts with pride, acting as a
symbol of thrift store thriftiness.
Although, even I can’t pass up a two
dollar glow-in-the-dark Obey shirt with a
guy on a bike wearing a gas mask. Priceless.
They walk around campus with
thought crosses their minds that they are
the pinacle of fashion in our culture. Yes,
everyone take note of me, for this is how
you should all look.
look unfashionable. Getting rid of them
will be easy, though. The trick is to already

hate them, and yourself, so parting is easy.
Their headphones are playing a duet
between an oboe and clarinet. This will

What did it once mean to be a “hipster”?
It meant having a deep-seeded hatred
of MTV, but only the new MTV. It was

folk genre.
These people may share the same traits
as a stereotypical “hipster”, but they are
not hipsters.
Like when you look into a mirror and

the air.
It meant not caring about social obligations, but at the same time, having it be the
only thing running through your head.
It meant going to college to be a photographer, but not actually taking pictures
for anyone that would care. The art spoke
for itself.
It meant hating music that was good,
and loving music that was terrible. Even
though, in their private lives, they knew the
difference.
They are a group of people that cannot, and will not, be labeled. However,
they all dress the same, act the same, like
the same bands, and write similarly titled
novels at similar coffee shops, but not the
same.
This new brand of “hipsters” coming
down the pike somehow did not get the
memo. You can’t actually like “Party in
the U.S.A.” because it’s mainstream, and
mainstream culture doesn’t have its place
in the hipster kingdom.
If you do happen to catch yourself
tapping your foot to it, you are obligated to

only mimic the Libertines-loving kind of
people that once roamed the Earth.
No, the culture that once loved sipping
Pabst Blue Ribbon at their favorite indie
band’s show is dead.
Now, there is nothing left of Uptown,
A desolate streamlined wasteland where
popular culture has made into it’s new
home.
Most of them have moved on. Some
grew up and moved out to the suburbs,
the rest relocated to Northeast Minneapolis where they can safely criticize Psycho
Suzy’s for being a step too far into the
mainstream.
If only they realized that Psycho Suzy’s
the stream and Northeast will soon be

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK.COM

used record store.
You had better watch your back if you
happen to have a Coldplay song anywhere
in your library.
So, what happened? Where did all
these brilliantly tasteful posses of moonlighting photographers go?
Whatever.

Marquee
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REVIEWS

‘Planes’ brings international humor to the screen
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW
“Planes” is a 3D, computer-animated adventure sports
The movie is a spin-off of Pixar’s “Cars” franchise, and
-

-

Garrett, Teri Hatcher, Cedric the Entertainer, Julia Louis-

the world’s different countries and cultures in a fun and
-

-

-

-

The success of “Planes” has surpassed “Cars” in all

RATING: 9/10

Newest ‘Saints’ installment is a blast
Ryan Hanenburg
VIDEO GAME REVIEW

-

-

Theft Auto clone with an open world and
in a whole new direction with the introduction of superpowers and alien overlords

which means that they function well and refrom the conventional, to the ridiculous,

Story

‘Tales of Xillia’ a worthwhile RPG
Ryan Hanenburg

sion to save America from an ex-military

Style
-

which allows you to tether two characters

VIDEO GAME REVIEW
Tales of Xillia is the latest chapter in

-

release of Tales of Phantasia for the
Story

Fun Factor

world in which humans and elemental spir-

commune with spirits to produce spells, or

of pop culture references, smart character

Gameplay
The superpowers are the star of this
with various party compositions and arte

-

expansive and well-detailed worlds that
points in the story where the two separate

with massive cities and a variety of environ-

-

Gameplay

Final Verdict

Final Verdict
Tales of Xillia is a worthy addition to
-

-

Tales of Xillia is available for the PS3 at
participating retailers.

Saints Row IV is available for Xbox 360,
Playstation 3, PC and Mac.
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Husky Sports

T

PRAVIN DANGOL /ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

The Huskies special teams prepare to kick off the season Sept. 7 at Southwest Minnesota State University.

SCSU football looks to build off its senior class
Mark Schrom
SPORTS EDITOR

Quarterback, Phillip
Klaphake, and the SCSU
offense started to look like
it was ready for game-day
Friday afternoon.
After a grueling twoa-day practice routine the
past couple of weeks to
get in shape, the St. Cloud
State University football

week for its normal 3:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. practices.
“I thought our two-adays went well, probably
the best ones I’ve had since
I’ve been a part of this
program. We’ve had a lot
of kids stick around, and
we have a strong senior
class,” said Klaphapke after
a sweltering hot practice.
“It’s good to have those
numbers return, we can get
a lot more passing in and it
helps build timing between
us (the quarterback) and the
receiver.”
Klaphake, a three-year
starter at quarterback for
the Huskies, was recently
named number 86 among
the top 100 Division II
college football players.
Klaphapke has thrown for
7,713 yards in his career
and rushed for 1,816 yards.
He, along with his
defensive teammate, Jack
Moro, were also named
NSIC pre-season players of
the year.
Entering his senior year,
Klaphake has always had
a knack for running the
football, rushing the ball for
607 yards and nine touchdowns last season. He also
throws the football exceedingly well for a mobile
quarterback. Last season,
he had a completion percentage of 58.75%, while
throwing 28 touchdowns to
only six interceptions.
“A lot of us, being
seniors, have been play-

ing together for four years
already. It doesn’t take us
much time to build continuity between us. We all know
each other, we all know how
each other run routes. So,
we are sharp, and we know
what to do,” Klaphake said
of his returning seniors on
offense.
Some of the returning seniors include WR,
Eli Shoemaker, and RB,
Michael Walker.
Shoemaker was a staple
in the receiving corps last
season for the Huskies,
hauling in 39 receptions for
859 yards and 11 touchdowns.
Walker, alongside returning RB, Leddell White,
should give the Huskies a
powerful one-two punch at
the RB position.
Walker ran for 748
yards and 12 TDs last season, before being continually nagged by a fractured
pelvic bone, which progressively got worse throughout
the season. He’s hoping to
cross the 1,000-yard barrier
this season and approach
20 TDs.
In the offesason, Walker
faced a six-month recovery that kept him out of
the weight room and from
participating in many of the
summer drills.
Now, Walker says his
goal is to reach the 1,000yard mark and is shooting
for 20 TDs.
White will also help
the Huskies give a one-two
punch at the RB position.
White ran for 427 yards
and four TDs last season.
“Our goal is to be a
50/50 team. It’s great having weapons both passing
and running the ball,”
Klaphake said. “If they
want to take away the pass,
we’ll run the ball. If they
want to take away the run,
we’ll pass.”
Not everything has been

smooth sailing so far for the
Huskies in camp, though.
The Huskies are continuing
to battle some hamstring
injuries and lingering effects
from the previous season.
Head Coach, Scott Underwood, particularly stressed
the health of the cornerback positions.
The Huskies also have
some question marks within
the offensive line concerning the depth of the
position. The team is also
closely watching the backup
quarterback battle between
Scott Benedict and Jameson
Parsons. Parsons missed
last season due to shoulder
surgery.
Led by defensive back,
Jack Moro, the Huskies
should have quite a formidable defense entering the
season.
Moro, an All-NSIC defensive back, led the NCAA
Division II in interceptions
with a school record 11
picks. He broke the old
record of nine, which stood
since 1970. He returned
one interception for a TD
in the Huskies 24-19 win at
Wayne State College and
had four multiple interception games in 2012, including two games with three.
Twice during 2012, he
was named NSIC Defensive
Player of the Week.
Overall last season, he
recorded 49 tackles, three
tackles for loss, 11 interceptions, six pass break ups,
one touchdown, and one
blocked kick.
The Huskies also
have Marvin Matthews, a
Division II First Team AllAmerican at defensive back
in 2011. Matthews redshirted in 2012 after leading the
Huskies in solo tackles with
46 in 2011.
“Before medical redshirting last season, Matthews was an All-American
the year before. He’s a guy

to add back to our football
program as a corner that
we are very blessed to have.
Put him with Jack [Moro],
an All-American, and now
Matthews, a prior AllAmerican, we can expect
great things this season out
of our secondary. We are a
little younger at some other
spots, but hopefully with the
leadership of our seniors,
we can be a great cohesive
unit,” chimed Underwood
about his two defensive
backs.
With Moro, Matthews,
and the highly versatile,
Eric Poggenburg, the Huskies could easily have the
best secondary in the NSIC.
Underwood says that

Poggenburg will be moved
to the zombie linebacker
this season. In the past,
Poggenburg has played
both cornerback and safety.
With both Moro and Matthews back there, don’t be
surprised to see Poggenburg
at multiple positions.
Along with a stout
defensive line and linebackers led by captain, Todd
Bestgen, who recorded 43
tackles, 10.5 for a loss, one
sack, and two interceptions
last season, the Huskies are
turning out to be quite a
formidable team on both
sides of the football.
The Huskies posted a
7-4 overall and conference
record last season, and

PRAVIN DANGOL / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Freshman quarterback McKinley Anderson takes snaps with the offense.

Women’s soccer season to begin this Friday
Jeremiah Graves
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The St. Cloud State
women’s soccer season is
game coming up this weekend in Fayette, Iowa. The
west Baptist University on

Friday, Sept. 5, followed
by a match with Maryville
University on Saturday,
Sept. 6.
The Huskies preseason
exhibition matches came on
August 21 against Augsburg, and St. Benedict on
August 25. Augsburg got
the better of the Huskies,
taking the match 2-1, and

the match against St. Benedict resulted in a 1-1 tie.
Head Coach, Becky
Heiberger-McCabe, has an
overall record of 48-37Huskies. Under the coaching of Heiberger-McCabe,
the Huskies haven’t missed
the playoffs, as well as never
having a losing season.

are receiving votes in the
American Football Coaches
Association Division II
preseason poll.
Last season, Athletic
Director, Heather Weems,
praised the football program for drawing in more
of the student body to
attend the football games.
When asked about how the
team addressed the issue,
Klaphake said only one
word: “Winning.”
SCSU will open the
2013 season on the road
Sept. 7 at Southwest Minnesota State University. The
home opener will be at 6:00
p.m. on Sept. 14 at Husky
Stadium.

Freshman, Gabby Fleck,
lead the Huskies in points
and goals for the 2012-13
season, as well as holding
an 18.2 shot percentage
through 19 games.
Starting goalkeeper,
Kenzie Hanzlik, returns
for her senior season after
recording a 1.10 goals
against average, and a .795

save percentage last season.
with an 8-7-1 record.
SCSU’s home opener
comes on Monday Sept. 13
against Northwest Missouri
State at 7 p.m. in the Husky
Stadium.

Check out our online
sports page!
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HOUSING
Campus Apts on 5th Ave!
3 or 4 BDRM Apt.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking Avail. 8/1/13
EPM 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
13th St Apts.
525 13th St. S.
Close to Hockey Arena
From: $225
Dan 651-361-0803
Danruza@live.com
Apts & Houses
Clean! Well Maintained
www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny 320-259-9673
For Specials!!!

Advertise with the

University
Chronicle

HOUSING
Male & Female
Fill-Ins Needed
Private rooms in Apts.
w/ others. Several locations
all close to SCSU. Avail
Now & 8/1/13
Excel Prop Mgmt
320-251-6005
West View &
University West Apt.
3 & 4 BDRM Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking Avail.
EPM 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
Groups of 2-4 Welcome!
Across from Hockey Center
Walk to class! Free Wi-Fi!
Call 320-240-8188 or Email
leasing@jjsproperty.com
Classic 500 Apts

Tuesday, September 2, 2013

HOUSING
Stateside Apts on 6th Ave!
3 & 4 BDRM Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking Avail.
EPM 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

DISCOUNTS
Golf Discount
$10 Green Fee
M-F w/vaild Student ID
Angushire Golf Club
320-251-9619

Tuesday, September 3, 2013
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LeBlanc returns to the HBNHC

FOOTBALL
SMSU
Sept. 7, 6:00 p.m.
AWAY

Winona State University
Sept. 14, 6:00 p.m.
HOME
Concordia University
Sept. 21, 6:00 p.m.
AWAY
Augustana College
Sept. 28, 6:00 p.m.
HOME

WOMEN’S SOCCER
College of St. Benedict
Aug. 25, 12:30 p.m.
HOME
Northwest Missouri State Univ.
Sept. 13, 7:00 p.m.
HOME

Univ. of Minnesota Duluth
Sept. 15, 1:00 p.m.
HOME
Winona State University
Sept. 21, 1:00 p.m.
HOME

Upper Iowa University
Sept. 22, 1:00 p.m.
HOME

VOLLEYBALL
Drury Tournament
Sept. 06-07, 2013
AWAY
2013 NCIS Challenge
Sept. 13-14, 2013
AWAY
Bemidji State University
Sept. 19, 7:00 p.m.
HOME

MEN’S GOLF
St. John’s University
Sept. 3, 2:30 p.m.
AWAY

PRAVIN DANGOL/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Top: 2013 Hobey Baker Memorial Award winner, Drew LeBlanc, takes pictures with a family. Middle left:
Fans of all ages attended the meet and greet with now Chicago Blackhawk forward, LeBlanc, at the HBNHC. Middle right: LeBlanc brought along his 2012-2013 Hobey Baker Award for the fan photo shoot. Bottom: LeBlanc signs an autograph for a young fan.

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.

or email:
sports@universitychronicle.net
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Harrison Smith impressed many Viking fans in his 2012-13 debut, but with poor defensive backs around him, let’s hope he’s not a one-year wonder.

Vikings cornerbacks are still questionable
Jeremiah Graves
STAFF COLUMN

If there’s one thing we can
expect from our Vikings, it’s that our
defensive line will be tough as nails
and will rarely get outworked. We are
to come with the recent rookies
acquired, and veterans to guide them
along the way.
The D-line is our deepest part of
the depth chart, and the scary thing is
the amount of combinations we could
use and remain successful.
Rookie, Sharrif Floyd, coming
out of the University of Florida, and
rising star, Everson Griffen, had eight
sacks, 24 tackles, and a pick-six last
year.
Those young guys will have ample
opportunity to learn from our current
D-line, which comes into the year
with a combined total of 25 seasons
in the Vikings’ system. These four
guys have played together for four
years.
Coming into his seventh year as a
Viking is our left defensive end, Brian
high in sacks at 8.5.
Next to Robison at defensive
tackle is Letroy Guion, who is coming

tackles.
Kevin Williams is entering his

Williams has been listed as day-to-

day with a hyperextended knee, bone
bruise, and posterior capsular strain
after a cheap hit against the 49’ers.
With Williams entering the last
year of his contract and currently
injured, we should be seeing our fair
share of Floyd on the D-line.
Fan favorite, Jared Allen, is coming off of a subpar year, according to
the way he’s performed in previous
seasons. He topped the year off with
fully Allen can continue to dominate
like he has in the past years and show
the Vikings he’s worth a contract
extension.
The linebacker core for the
Vikings will essentially remain the
same, with the possibility of moving a
few people through the system. With
the impressive preseason performance
by Marvin Mitchell, we may have a
battle for middle linebacker.
Erin Henderson is hoping to imthree sacks. With the battle between
Mitchell and Desmond Bishop for
middle linebacker, we can assume
that Henderson will go back to his
original position of weak linebacker.
As previously mentioned, the
middle linebacker battle is between
recently signed (one-year contract)
Desmond Bishop, and Mitchell.
the Green Bay Packers. Mitchell is
coming into his second season with
the Vikings and had few reps last year,
totaling at nine tackles.
The strong linebacker is familiar
number 52, Chad Greenway, who

enters his eighth year with the squad.
pick. Greenway will be the anchor
over the past three seasons, and
quickly making a name for himself
among some of the top linebackers in
the league.
If there’s one problem the Vikings
have had for many previous seasons
that never seems to get any better,
it’s our cornerbacks. Many words
have come out of my mouth while
watching our corner backs get beat,
it into the paper. For now, lets just call
our cornerbacks, “suspect”, and hope
that the ball gets thrown as little as
possible.
Josh Robinson, Chris Cook, Xavier Rhodes, A.J. Jefferson, and Marcus
should be seeing a lot of this year.
Cook and Robinson should be
the starters at the beginning of the
tackles, and one sack. Robinson is in
his second year in the NFL. In his
rookie year with the Vikings, Robinson had 55 tackles and two picks.
Rhodes was the fourth defensive
back in Vikings history to be selected
Florida State University, and has
impressed many in the organization
in camp, as well as with his preseason
play. We can expect to see Rhodes
can get into “NFL mode”, but I like
his chances of starting later in the
season.

cornerback, for the most part, since
coming to the Vikings. His rookie
season with Arizona, he managed 66
tackles, and had one pick, but we’ve
yet to see much of that here in Minnesota.
Sherels isn’t known for his deand we have found better use for him
on the kick and punt return. He has
given us hope already this preseason
yard against the Tennessee Titans
on August 29. Sherels has, in fact,
stepped up his defense this preseason,
recording an interception against
the Titans the same game as his kick
return.
Moving on to the Vikings’ safeties of Harrison Smith and Jamarca
Sanford, we at least have a glimmer
of hope. Smith had a quality season
three picks, and two touchdowns.
Despite a few mental and immaturity
issues last year, Smith was what the
Vikings needed on defense, and hopefully he can remain reliable.
with the purple and gold, coming
Sanford had 66 tackles and recorded
no interceptions last year, but his
game is growing. A previous seventh
round pick meant for special teams,
he has come to be a bit of a pleasant
surprise, and we can expect a solid
season from him.
Vikings special teams should be
better than usual, even with the loss
of Chris Kluwe, because we have
added some quality talent that should

Blair Walsh was an answer to
our prayers last season, splitting

ourselves in the end zone more times
than last year, but it’s nice to know
we’ve got a guy who has a great
chance to save us when we can’t.
Recently acquired punter, Jeff
Locke, was drafted the highest in
Vikings history, and holds the second
all-time punting average of 44.2
yards. Rumor has it that he has a
golden leg, and, as well as being our
punter, he may be taking over the
kickoff duties. There are reports of
practice. If he can take some strain
off of the leg of Walsh, and do a
good job of it, we might as well let
him have the kickoff position.
The return spots are basically
up in the air at the moment. We can
assume, for now, to see Sherels on
punt return, but the kick return is up
for grabs. Along with Sherels on kick
return, there is talk of letting rookie
WR, Cordarrelle Patterson, take the
spot.
Patterson is an explosive, athletic, and just plain exciting player to
watch. When the ball is in his hands,
nity. The only deterrent to this idea,
is allowing a rookie to make these
decisions with the ball.
In the grand scheme of things, I
love the idea of letting a young guy
set the tone for the game. If teammates see a rookie busting his tail every play, only great things can follow.

Minnesota Twins say
farewell to Morneau
Ryan Fitzgerald
STAFF COLUMN

The Twins have usually
been making a run for the
playoffs after the All-Star
break in recent years, but that
is out the window with the
lackluster ownership of Carl
Pohlad and GM, Terry Ryan,
in their decision to trade
Justin Morneau.
Morneau was traded this
weekend to the Pittsburgh
Pirates, who are in the middle
of a heated race with the St.
Louis Cardinals for the NL
Central crown.
The roster of the unknowns continues with the
Twins receiving OF, Alex
Presley, and player-to-be
named or cash—hardly worth
Morneau’s ability.
I understand that this was
the last year of Morneau’s
contract with him accumushould’ve been plausible for
the ownership to keep him on
the Twins.
The Twins are a smallmarket team, generating low
amounts of money being that
in payroll this season. But
basemen and it’ll be hard
to replace him, so, Pohlad
and Ryan should’ve worked
that suited their needs and
Morneau’s.
Morneau has spent his

the Twins, had a .259 batting
this season. His nine home
runs in August are tied for the
third-most in the majors.
won the American League

he’s struggled to maintain
that type of production at
the plate, he’s still a valuable
contributor.
In return, the Twins get
split his time between the
majors and Triple-A this
season. In 29 games with the
Pirates, he hit just .264 with
two home runs.
At 28 years old, Presley no
longer falls into the prospect
category. However, with
Morneau set to become a free
agent after the season ends,
the asking price had to be
reasonable in order to move
him, and the Twins will get
another piece from the deal at
a later time.
The Twins did not get
what they should’ve in Presley
for a player of Morneau’s
stature. Granted, Morneau’s
productivity has dwindled
since his All-Star caliber year,
but he was still valuable to the
Twins’ lineup. Every time he
was in the box, there was a
chance he could go deep or
drive in multiple runs.

It looks like the Pirates

because they haven’t had a
of Saturday.
Morneau should provide
the Pirates with some muchneeded support for Andrew
McCutchen, who’s often carried the team on his back.
Add Morneau along with
of Pedro Alvarez and Starling
Marte, and suddenly the Pirates would be in great shape.
With this bold move, the
Pirates should be the favorites
to capture the NL Central,
although, the Cardinals’
pitching has been stellar as
of late.
So, what is next for the
Twins?
Call me crazy, but I
believe that Minnesota native,
Joe Mauer, will eventually
of his injury prone status behind the plate. The everyday
wear and tear a catcher takes
on his lower body is unfathomable; especially late in the
season.
That makes the most
sense to me because the
Twins need to have Mauer
for a long time if they don’t
want to completely become a
‘bottom of the barrel’ team,
which is where they seem to
be heading. What needs to
ish strong and still have some
respect around the league

After 11 years with the Minnesota Twins, Morneau’s ship sails to Pittsburgh.

-

so they can snatch a decent
catcher in the off-season.
This season was over
before it even started, and
watching the Twins makes
me cringe. There are some
signs of hope, but with
the top power hitter gone,
Mauer’s health concerns,

and a depleted pitching staff,
the Twins need fresh blood
at the helm—manager Ron
Gardenhire needs to go.
Game set to be at Target
Field, hopefully the Twins will
have more than one player
competing in Mauer so the

fans have something to be
proud of.
With this late blunder, I
suspect the Twins die-hards
are slowly getting close to
for.

